HOME QUIZ

Home Quiz is an entertaining game show where both celebrities and
ordinary people take part from the safety of their homes, over a video
conference application. It is a perfect way to impose the “stay at home”
message to people while entertaining and motivating at the same time.

Genre:
Quiz Game Show
Duration:
Daily, Access Prime Time

HOME QUIZ
Home Quiz is an entertaining game show where both celebrities and ordinary
people take part from the safety of their homes. It is a perfect way to impose the
“stay at home” message to people while entertaining and motivating at the same
time. Each episode has 2 self-contained sections following the same structure:
1st section is played by ordinary people and 2nd section is the celebrities’ turn,
playing the same game. The famous host and 3 contestants are all at their own
places, attending the program over a video conference application. There are 10
questions in total and the prize amount gradually increases at each question.
Once all 10 questions are completed in the same flow, whoever has the most
amount in his/her bank wins the contest, and takes the amount banked as prize.
In the 2nd section, the flow is the same with an exception on the prize: this
time with celebrity contestants will complete. The celebrity who wins the game
donates their banked amount to a foundation battling with COVID-19.
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